
VISIT OUR STORE IN
BOW, NH, AND SEE OUR

FULLY-STOCKED 
WAREHOUSE!

http://www.nhproequip.com

CLARK HEINTZ TOOLS & EQUIPMENT LLCCLARK HEINTZ TOOLS & EQUIPMENT LLC
678 Rte 3A
Bow, NH 03304
603-234-2612
603-219-0060
clark@nhproequip.com

WHEEL ALIGNMENT PACKAGES

OPTIONAL PACKAGE #1 add $395
-17” FLAT SCREEN MONITOR

-PRINTER

-STEERING WHEEL HOLDER

-BRAKE PEDAL DEPRESSOR

OPTIONAL PACKAGE #2 add $1,095
-TWO FRONT TURNTABLES AND TWO REAR SLIP PLATES

OPTIONAL PACKAGE #3 add $1,095
- SET OF FOUR WHEEL STANDS

STANDARD HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE FEATURES
Four blue tooth wireless rechargeable alignment heads with

clamps and charging station standard

Lithium ion batteries for long life

Laptop computer and storage cabinet standard

Accelerometers (newest measuring technology)

Windows-based software with multiple languages

24” wheel clamping range (30” optional)

does not mean rim diameter

Power supply and USB Bluetooth antenna

Complete vehicle and customer database

Alignment specification 30 years

Spoilers no problem - has spoiler program

User-friendly software to guide technician

Handles large trucks with optional accessories

FROM $8,995

Plus Optional Packages

WARRANTY

One Year Parts
and Labor!

PROCEDURE FEATURES
Zoom screen from each head to increase viewing range

View all adjustments of one axle on one screen

Measures SAI, toe out on turns and set-back

Run-out compensation lifted or rolled 90 degrees or 180 degrees

Two wheel alignment with 2 heads only

Function controls at measuring heads

Lock and hold adjustments for lifted wheels

Front and rear spoiler mode

All front and rear readings are live

VISIT US ONLINE!



Clark Heintz Tools & Equipment LLC is in our 38th year of business, and we're

happy to announce that we've developed a business relationship with CEMB-

USA. We are going to be stocking CEMB product at our store in Bow, NH, and are

in the process of becoming a certified repair center for CEMB wheel products.

Many of you may have used CEMB products without knowing, as they build wheel

products for many different labels worldwide.

CEMB is an Italian manufacturer and a world leader in high-quality balancing

equipment. In business since 1946, CEMB specializes in sophisticated balancing

equipment and manufactures microprocessor-controlled equipment for balancing

items as large as industrial turbines and rotors weighing thousands of pounds. 

CEMB has been building wheel balancers since 1952. With this experience, they

have been able to refine their equipment to be the easiest to operate, fastest,

most accurate, and reliable balancers available.

TECHNICAL DATA

* Standard Power Supply 115 volt

* Rim width 1.5 -20”. 

* Rim diameter 10”-30”

* Maximum wheel weight 165 lbs

TECHNICAL SPECS

* Inside clamping 14”-26”

* Outside clamping 13”-24”

* 26” Outside Optional Adapter

* Maximum Tire Outside 47”

* Maximum Rim Width 15”

* Motorcycle /ATV Clamp Set

* Four inch Clamp Extension Set

$2,995

$3,095

K-9 WHEEL BALANCER

SM825 TIRE CHANGER

*without mounting helper

$4,995

CEMB WHEEL BALANCERS AND TIRE CHANGERS

*with mounting helper

Cemb is an Italian manufacturer and a world leader in high quality bal-
ancing equipment. Cemb has been building wheel balancers since 1952.
Over the years, they have refined their equipment to be the easiest to 
operate, fastest, most accurate, and reliable balancers available.

* Self Calibrating and Self Diagnostics

* Aluminum program for alloy rims

* Standard quick nut with 40mm shaft

* Menu program for rapid selection of options

* Balancing accuracy 1 gram

* Optimization Program for tire & rim unbalance

* Automatic Distance Diameter Entry

* Automatic Direct Stick-On Weight Locator

* One Button Split and Hidden Weight Program

* One button Ounce and Gram Selector 

FEATURES

* AIR TANK IN TOWER

* OPTIONAL MOUNTING HELPER

* INFLATOR JETS ON EACH CLAMP

* TWIN CHUCKING CYLINDERS

* 24” CHUCKING TABLE

* HANDLES 15” WIDE RIMS

* ADJUSTABLE BEAD BREAKER

* 5500 LBS OF FORCE

* Quick Change Duck Head Set

* Mounting Helper

* Manual Bead Pressing Tool

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES



Cemb is an Italian manufacturer and a world leader in high quality
equipment since 1952. Over the years, they have refined their equipment
to be the easiest to operate, fastest, most accurate, affordable, and reliable
products available. 

*More models available at www.nhproequip.com

C29 MOBILE WHEEL BALANCER
Features and Benefits

CEMB wheel equipment for Gas Stations, small and

medium size garages requiring basic computer wheel bal-

ancing for cars and light trucks. The C29 mobile wheel bal-

ancer comes fully assembled.

-Microprocessor-Based Hand Spin Balance (without motor)

-C29 balances steel & light alloy wheels of cars, light

trucks, motorcycles & scooters (with optional adaptors)

-Foot Brake for exact placement of wheel weights

-Self-Diagnosis and Self-Calibration

$2,330

K10 DIGITAL WHEEL BALANCER

Features and Benefits

CEMB heavy duty wheel balancer for

medium to large size car automotive

garages, car dealers ships and tire

shops. K10 comes fully assembled.

*  Universal space saving wheel bal-

ancer with excellent technical specifica-

tions combining a sturdy structure with

attractive and modern design

*  K10 balances steel & light alloy

wheels of cars & light trucks

*  Self-Diagnosis and Self-Calibration

$2,750



Cemb is an Italian manufacturer and a world leader in high quality bal-
ancing equipment. Cemb has been building wheel balancers since 1952.
Over the years, they have refined their equipment to be the easiest to 
operate, fastest, most accurate, and reliable balancers available.

CEMB Motorcycle balancers come with standard cone adaptors for bearing type wheels as well as all the adapters

needed for single side arm (flange) wheels. These balancers will handle 98% of all motorcycle and scooter wheels. they

are self calibrating and self diagnostics with a one-button SPLIT & HIDDEN weight program and an optimization program

for reducing weight used. They have a dynamic program for wheels over 3 inches wide and a static program for narrow

wheels. There is also a direct placement program for stick-on weights. Options available are arbor extensions for larger

Harley Davidson, Kawasaki and Suzuki wheels; a centering bushing kit; a complete car adaptor package kit.

Portable Hand Spin 
mobile 12V or 110V Dual 
operator with foot brake

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Balancing Speed < 100 rpm

Balancing Accuracy < 1g

Rim Diameter 10” - 24”

Rim Width 1.5 -20”

Average Cycle Time 6-8 seconds

Motorized 110V with 
automatic braking. 
Splash guard standard

Handles cars and light trucks as

well as motorcycles and ATVs. It

has a larger wheel capacity for

wide wheels (wider than 9.5”).

Clamping is 14-24” cars. 6”-23” 

outside motorcycles ATVs. maxi-

mum tire outside 47” and maxi-

mum rim width is 15”. It has built 

in jets for bead seating (cars only).

CEMB Motorcycle/ATV tire changers
handle most types of motorcycle
scooters and ATV wheels. Three 
operating pedals control the functions
of the air electric operation (115 volt).
these are self centering rim clamp
type machines with plastic inserts to

protect alloy wheels.

Designed primarily

for the motorcycle

ATV market with air

pressure regulated

and a special de-

signed bead

breaker. Clamping

is from 6” to 23”

outside. Maximum

tire outside is 39”

and maximum rim

width is 9.5”.

Added features include the press

arm and bead suppressor tool

needed to mount and demount

low profile tires found on some of

today’s motorcycles and automo-

biles.

SM825 MOTO
PRESS ARM

SM900 MOTORCYCLE 
TIRE CHANGER

SM825 MOTO

C-29MC K-8MC

CEMB WHEEL BALANCERS / TIRE CHANGERS

$3,249 $3,995

$3,697 $3,732
$5,477



Handy Industries specializes as an American manufacturer of  lifts for
Motorcycles, ATVs, Snowmobiles and powersports equipment. See
www.nhproequip.com for details on side rails and many other options 
pertaining to Handy lifts.

10740 MOTORCYCLE LIFT 16900 SAM 2 1000 LB 
MOTORCYCLE LIFT

14472 B.O.B. 1500 AIR LIFT 

HANDY LIFTS- MADE IN THE U.S.A.!

The Handy Air Lift has a lifting capacity of
1000 lbs. and an 80" x 24" deck, ideal for 
working on motorcycles, ATVs, snowmobiles,
garden tractors, etc. It raises to a working
height of 30" and lowers to 7" for easy load-
ing. Solid steel fabrication and is powered 
by a pneumatic cylinder from your air source 
(90-100) psi. Can be used with or without 
accessories. W:24" x L:80". CE Approved. 

The S.A.M.2 Lift is designed to lift bikes up to
1000 lbs. This lift was developed for bike profes-
sionals who need a longer (93") and wider (28")
work surface, with the convenience of double
drop panels (15" x 28") for easy maintenance. 

*More models available at www.nhproequip.com

* Shipping costs not included in pricing shown on all Handy products

$955.80 $1,292.65

14476 HANDY CV-17 
VISE FRONT WHEEL 

MAY BE USED WITH 
ALL LIFTS SHOWN

$150.50$1,623.15

The lift's height is adjustable from 10 to 40
inches; is able to lift 1500 pounds for the fully
dressed motorcycles, trikes and quads; and
has a drop-out for convenient tire changes.

*Plus Shipping

*Plus Shipping
*Plus Shipping



*Also available in black and orange

*Also available in low ceiling height,
same price

9000 lb capacity

1000 lb capacity

Titan auto lifts are engineered for commercial repair shop applications and
they're designed to the highest standards of the industry to provide years of
trouble-free service.

*Also available in gray and black

1500 lb capacity
*Also available in black

SDML1000DBO

$849

HDML-1500XLT-RD

$1,299 $1,049

Titan SDML1000DBO Motorcycle Lift

* Front Wheel Vise
* Multi-Positional Front Table 
Extension

* Standard Rear Wheel Drop Out
* Roller Plate Drop Out
* Detachable Ramp
* Air Powered Lift Controls
* Two Wheeled Dolly

Titan SDML1000DBG Motorcycle Lift

•Front Wheel Vise

•Multi-Positional Front Table Extension

•Standard Rear Wheel Drop Out

•Roller Plate Drop Out

•Detachable Ramp

•Air Powered Lift Controls

•Two Wheeled Dolly

Titan HDML-1500XLT-RD Motorcycle Lift

* Front Wheel Vise

* Front Table Extension

* Side Extensions

* Standard Rear Wheel Drop Out

* Roller Plate Drop Out

* 3 Detachable Short Ramps

* Detachable Motorcycle Ramp

HD2P-9000AC MRL-6000 SDPL-7000

$2,049

Titan HD2P-9000AC 2-Post Lift

•9,000 lb lifting capacity
•Commercial Grade
•Asymmetric arm design
•Symmetric column design
•Dual cylinders with low friction
chain rollers

Titan MRL-6000 Mid Rise Lift

Lifting Capacity 6,000 lbs.
Lifting Height 60"
Lowered Height 5"
Overall Length 102"
Overall Width 40" 

$1,899 $2,675   $2,302

Titan SDPL-7000 4-Post Lift

•  7,000 lb lifting capacity
•  20" Longer and 10" more under-car

clearance than standard model
•  Carriages completely enclosed for

safety
•  Aircraft quality cables rated at 14,500 lbs

*More models available at www.nhproequip.com

* END RAMPS NOT SHOWN

PRICES BELOW ARE FOR PICK UP IN BOW, NH ONLY

SDML1000D-XLT BG

*Store pickup

*Store pickup *Store pickup



Quality Lifts is built upon the foundation of industry experience, meet-
ing safety standards, and standing behind our automotive lifts and mo-
torcycle lifts. Quality car lifts use commercial grade design and
construction combined with user-friendly features and benefits.

Q10 2 POST LIFT 10,000 LB. 
ASSYMETRIC 

OR SYMMETRIC APPLICATIONS

Q12 2 POST LIFT 12,000 LB. CAPACITY

$2,735

$3,869 

PICK UP IN 
BOW, NH

* ALI/ETL Certified Lift

* Lifting Capacity: 12,000 lb.

* Max Load per Arm: 3,000 lb.

* Rise Height: 80" Provides Excellent 

Underneath Clearance for Technician

* Adjustable Overhead for Max Clearance 

or Protection Against Lower Obstructions

* Height Overall: 14'7" or 13' 10"

* Width Overall: 137 3/4"

* Drive Thru Clearance: 101"

* Rubber Door Protector

* Padded Overhead Safety Switch

* Floor to Overhead: 14' 4" or 13' 7"

* Padded overhead bar for improved productivity

* Faster rise for improved productivity

* Thicker cables and steel pulleys for longer life

* Taller carriage for reduced sliderwear

* 71" cylinder stroke for excellent rise

QUALITY LIFTS AND ACCESSORIES

*More models available at www.nhproequip.com

* Single piece overhead

for ease of installation

* Adjustable height

SUPER LOW 

PRICES!



Quality Lifts is built upon the foundation of industry experience, meet-
ing safety standards, and standing behind our automotive lifts and mo-
torcycle lifts. Quality car lifts use commercial grade design and
construction combined with user friendly features and benefits.

Q4P09H 4 POST HOME STORAGE LIFT

$3,204.65 

$290.44 

10315 STACK 
ADAPTER KIT

10318 SET OF 4 TRUCK
ADAPTERS FOR 

Q10, Q12, Q4P09H

$340 

* ALI/ETL Certified Lift

* 9,000 lb Lifting Capacity

* Simply the Best Car Lift for the Money

* Utilizes Our Commercial Grade Design

*  Fits in Standard Garage

* Manual Locks - No Air Required

* Free Standing or Bolt-down Option.  

* Formed Runways with Rail System.  

Supports Optional QRJ04H Rolling Jack, 

Q4P09JT Jack Tray, or Q4P09DT Drip Tray Set. 

*More models available at www.nhproequip.com

FREE SHIPPING
ON ALL QUALITY LIFTS!

Or pickup in Bow, NH - same price



Quality Lifts is built upon the foundation of industry experience, meet-
ing safety standards, and standing behind our automotive lifts and mo-
torcycle lifts. Quality car lifts use commercial grade design and
construction combined with user friendly features and benefits.

QRJ04H 4,500 LB CAPACITY ROLLING JACK

$825 

* Hand Hydraulic Operation.

* Rollers for easy movement along rails.

* Spring Loaded Rollers Place Load on Sta-

ble Foundation.

* Professional Grade Wheels Free Service

* Height Above Runway Approx 4" to 16"

* Adjustible pickup points from 33" to 53"

wide

* Integrated Mechanical Lock - No Jack

Stands Needed 

*More models available at www.nhproequip.com

SYMTECH SCA 1 ISO COLOR 
HEADLAMP ALIGNMENT SYSTEM

Easy to use, precise method of head-

lamp alignment featuring new ISO-

Color technology for accuracy.

Features:

ISOColor Technology

Durable and Lightweight

Adjustable Height

Laser Floor Slope Measurement

Field Calibration

Accurate and Repeatable Alignment

Compact and Portable

Non Electric

Rotational Mast

$719

FREE 
SHIPPING!



$2,523.50

735-80H TANK MOUNTED 
HORIZONTAL AIR COMPRESSOR

VT-755-120 3 PHASE
AIR COMPRESSOR

$4667.53

X-735-120 DUPLEX 
AIR COMPRESSOR

$6,012.32

*More models available at www.nhproequip.com

SAYLOR-BEALL AIR COMPRESSORS

UL-753 13 HP 30 GALLON 
GAS ENGINE DRIVEN 
AIR COMPRESSOR

$2,674.75

FREE SHIPPING
ON ALL SAYLOR-BEALL 

COMPRESSORS
Or pick upon Bow, NH 

same price



All Campbell Hausfeld air compressors feature an Air Delivery rating
that signifies a specific model's output power. To ensure proper per-
formance from your air tools, use only tools with Air Requirement rat-
ings less than the Delivery rate of your compressor.

CE7000 SHOP AIR SERIES 
7.5 HP 80V 24.3 CFM

$2,549 

CE7003 GAS COMPRESSOR 
13 HP HONDA ENGINE 

BADBOY SANDBLASTERS

$1,999
WE HAVE
BADBOY

BLASTERS IN
STOCK!

FREE SHIPPING
ON ALL 

CAMPBELL-HAUSFELD 
COMPRESSORS

Or pick upon Bow, NH 
same price

* Door shut off censors 

* Twin foot controlled semi

fixed blasting guns

* Twin fixed mounted gun

(flex steel tubes) to position

the blasting head

* Twin hand held blasting

guns

* Powder coat paint inside

and out for long, lasting color

* Includes natural

rubber/vinyl blast gloves

BADBOY BLASTERS MAGNUM 
SERIES BB-1500 SANDBLASTER

$1,169$1,999



EX5611RC-BL EXTREME 56”
11 Drawer Roller Tool Cabinet

Extreme Tools®, Inc. became a manufacturer of tool boxes in 2004, 
and since then, their goal has constantly been to design and build high
quality tool boxes for the industrial, automotive, and retail markets at a
much lower price than their competitors.

• 56"W x 20"D x 41s"H 
• (6) 5"x 2" casters 
• Handle included fits either end 
• High gloss powder coat finish 
• Drawers with ball bearing glides 
• 100 lbs. rating per drawer 
• Theft proof lock system

$1,299

EXTREME TOOL BOXES

EX7217RC-RD 72 X 30” 
17 Drawer Roller Cabinet

Professional Series  

Extreme Tools EX7217RC Professional
Series Roller Cabinet Features & Benefits:

* 72"W x 30"D x 46.75"H
* (6)6" x 2" Casters (4 locking and 2
swivel).

* Handle included fits either end.
* Drawers with ball bearing glides. All
drawers extend fully.

* 300lbs. to 600lbs. rating per drawer.
* Skid proof drawer liners with top pad

made from high density foam.
* 17 Drawers.
* Theft proof lock system.
* Optional Work Station Hutch
* Weight: 1200 lbs

$3,575

72”W x 30”D x 26½”H 

• Built-in stainless steel work surface 

• Includes stainless steel adjustable shelf with

built-in 6 outlet power strip with surge protection 

• Audio system optional 

• Theft proof lock system 

• Lockable hutch door $1,695

EX7201HCBK EXTREME 
72” X 30” -Top 

*More models available at www.nhproequip.com. 

FREE 
SHIPPING!



DREW TECHNOLOGIES CARDAQ-PLUS KIT UNIVERSAL 
REPROGRAMMING INTERFACE WITH OBD2 CABLE

$1,638

CarDAQ-Plus-Kit Features:

• The industry standard universal J2534

Device

• The most OEM-validated device on the

market

• CarDAQ-Plus can perform all the same

functions as the Mongoose family products

Reprogramming

CarDAQ-Plus is an advanced J2534-1

product for reprogramming. Use the

OEM's software to offer J2534 reprogram-

ming with ALL OEMs.

CarDAQ-Plus offers extra J2534-2 support

that expands reprogramming beyond just

Engine/Trans support for Ford, GM, Toy-

ota, Volvo, BMW, and some others.

For more information on the 

CarDAQ-Plus Kit, please visit: 

http://www.nhproequip.com

$3,295

Packs all

the features

of the X431

and adds 

to it a 

color touch

screen and Bluetooth wireless 

connectivity--all in a package that

is made to withstand the abuse of

today's demanding repair facility.

Perfect for sharing among many

technicians, given its shock-proof

and dirt-proof casing. 

LAUNCH LAU-301100034 
X-431 SCAN TOOL

*More models available at www.nhproequip.com. 

* Smoke Wizard®

* Operator’s Manual

* OBD-II Service Port Fitting

* Schrader Valve Removal Tool

* Cap Plugs Kit

* Smoke Diffuser

* Exhaust Cone Adapter

* Combination Light (white LED and

UV LED in one light)

w/ batteries & UV Glasses

* UltraTraceUV® Smoke Producing

Solution

* Leak Detection Innovation

$1,095 

Detects
.010

Leaks!

SMOKE WIZARD® GLD-40 PACKAGE 
Smoke Wizard is a new generation

(G3) automotive diagnostic smoke

machine combining pressure and

vacuum style Evaporative Emission

(EVAP) System leak detection capa-

bilities, and general purpose leak de-

tector functions. Package Includes:



THERMAL DYNAMICS CUTMASTER 42 PLASMA CUTTER

The all new Thermal Dynamics Cutmaster 42 Plasma

Cutter is one of the most affordable, highest quality

1/4" cutting capacity plasma systems available. The

Cutmaster 42 has the power to cut all day long at its

recommended cutting capacity but gives you that extra

cutting punch when you need it.

The Cutmaster 42 Plasma Cutter has the unique ability

to crank out 27 amps of cutting power on 120 volt input

and then jumps all the way up to 40 amps of cutting

power when operating on 230 volt input power.

Thermal Arc, a world leader in arc welding technology, provides a complete line
of superior quality power supplies and accessories to meet your exact arc weld-
ing requirements. They carry STICK (SMAW), TIG (GTAW), MIG (GMAW),
multi-process, wire feeders, engine driven and plasma welding systems.

$1,089

$495

The FP125 dual-purpose MIG welder offers

maximum versatility. The unit features quick-

change internal polarity adjustment that

makes changing from MIG (GMAW) to flux

cored (FCAW) welding quick and easy. With

a standard 115 volt household current, it is

suitable to use for home projects, but its ver-

satility and 20% duty cycle also makes it

ideal for medium duty general repair work

and light industrial applications.

THERMAL ARC 190 AMP 
MIG WELDER

$1,270.94

Great for body

shops fabricat-

ing or mechani-

cal repair

facilities. 

Includes NEW 8

Voltage Taps to

provide a wide

operating range

of 20 to 190

amps with a

smooth and

stable arc 

characteristic.

- Quick Change Polarity!
- Up to 33 lb/44 lb Spool Capacity!

- Overload Protection and Heavy Duty 
Transformer

THERMAL ARC 1444-0324 
DUAL PURPOSE MIG WELDER



*More models available at www.nhproequip.com

WELDMAX 205i MULTI-
PURPOSE D/C TIG,

PLASMA, ARC

FORCECUT 50i
PLASMA CUTTER

FORCECUT 40i
PLASMA CUTTER

$699 

5 YEAR
WARRANTY

ON
LONGEVITY
PRODUCTS

LO�GEVITY, has for many years, provided affordable, portable  plasma
cutters and MIG/MAG, TIG, Wire, Stick / Arc / MMA welders as well as
multi-purpose welders. LO�GEVITY uses MOSFET and IGBT Inverter
Technology inside their welding machines.

$799 

$899 

Here at NHProEquip.com we service what we
sell, we stock consumables for each machine,
and WE OFFER A 5-YEAR WARRANTY. 

We do quality control, set up, and bench-test
your machine before it is packaged and shipped.  

We also offer FREE SHIPPING! 

Plasma cutters all feature 100% CONTINUOUS
CONSTANT ARC! Never lose your arc!

These plasma cutters all cut 1/2” steel

**IGBT Technology on all units shown.

FREE SHIPPING NOTE: WE’VE MARKED
SEVERAL ITEMS AS FREE SHIPPING
ITEMS IN THIS FLYER. WE OFFER FREE 
SHIPPING TO A COMMERCIAL LOCATION
ONLY, WITH MEANS TO OFFLOAD.



$899.99 $1,099.99

FEATURED PRODUCTS
LONGEVITY PLASMA CUTTER

FORCECUT 80i

PROUD�TO�BE�IN�
BUSINESS�FOR�38�YEARS!

IGBT 
TECHNOLOGY

& 
SHIPS FREE!

CUTS 1”!CUTS 3/4”!

LONGEVITY PLASMA CUTTER
FORCECUT 60i

NHPROEQUIP.com
CLARK HEINTZ TOOLS & EQUIPMENT LLC
678 RTE 3A BOW, NH  03304
603-234-2612       603-219-0060
clark@nhproequip.com


